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The early 1960s TV drama The Lieutenant (1963-4) is a neglected 
gem of American television. It aired on NBC in a prime-time slot of 
Saturday evenings, but was cancelled after only 29 episodes, making it 
ineligible for syndication or extensive re-runs.1 It is absent from most 
lists of American TV shows of the period. Its resonance in the cultural 
memory of America is therefore likely to be virtually non-existent.2 
This is a pity because, now that it can be viewed on DVD (released 
for the first time in 2012), it is clear that it was a superior dramatic 
vehicle, and one which had much to say on the issues of the day. It is 
also surprising because The Lieutenant was created by none other than 
Gene Roddenberry, the man behind Star Trek, which is an enduring, and 
highly lucrative, cultural phenomenon in America and the world. This 
essay seeks to cast some light on The Lieutenant, both for its own sake, 
and for what reflected light it might be able to shine on Roddenberry's 
more famous foray into televisual art.
Gary Lockwood (26 years old in 1963) plays the lead role, as 
Second Lieutenant William T Rice of the United States Marine Corps, 
based at (the actual) Camp Pendleton, in southern California, San Diego 
County. Lockwood is perhaps best known for his role as astronaut Dr 
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Frank Poole in Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey, but he also guest-
starred in the original Star Trek pilot episode, ‘Where No Man Has 
Gone Before.’ It’s clear that the actor was something of a hot property 
in the sixties. The Lieutenant is set in contemporary 1963-4, so the only 
military action we see is in training, except for one episode which is set 
in Vietnam, or a Vietnam-like country.3 The problems Lieutenant Rice 
finds himself having to sort out from week to week are as varied and 
complex as the characters who people the drama. Each episode usually 
becomes a character study, a close-up observation of human motivations. 
It is mature drama, compelling and engaging, scripted and performed 
with depth and commitment. Some of the episodes touch upon wider 
societal issues, like racial discrimination, gender expectations, paranoia 
over Communism and so forth. The settings and atmosphere conjure the 
world of the peacetime military in a remarkably authentic and intimate 
way. As Trek critic Marc Cushman explains, part of the reason for this 
was due to the close cooperation of the military: ‘The location [Camp 
Pendleton] was provided for free, as were military vehicles, uniforms, 
weaponry and countless extras played by actual soldiers.’4
The military wasn't just being altruistic, of course; they stood to 
gain from good publicity. While television drama, neatly punctuated 
with -narrative-influencing-5 commercial breaks, sold everything 
from soap to cooking products to cars, it could also ‘sell’ institutions 
as worthy of public approbation. Dragnet is a case in point. It was a 
highly popular TV police detective series in the 50s which engendered 
respect aplenty for the police in general and for the Los Angeles Police 
Department (LAPD) in particular. The LAPD, under the famous William 
H Parker, contributed not only authentic props but authentic plots. As 
the tagline went: ‘The story you have just seen is true. Only the names 
have been changed to protect the innocent.’6 Gene Roddenberry was 
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present at the very heart of this project, serving Parker directly in the 
LAPD Department of Public Affairs (where he had transferred from 
being a ‘beat cop’). Apart from writing Parker’s speeches and doing 
general publicity, Roddenberry helped to turn stories contributed by 
police officers into usable scripts.7 This activity would soon tempt him 
to become a full-time writer, for Dragnet, and for other shows.
Roddenberry was well aware then that a drama series about the 
military would have a propagandistic angle to it, but this time he would 
be in charge, as series creator and producer, able to flex his creative 
muscles as never before. With The Lieutenant, Roddenberry tasted a 
freedom he hadn’t known before. It was to be a drama which probed and 
examined the institution at its centre, uncovering, in one episode at least, 
aspects of military life deemed too sensitive for airing, as we will see 
below. On the other hand, a number of episodes could be classified as 
guides to life in the military, or a guide to some of the core values of the 
military: (a) a new recruit takes advantage of his former friendship with 
Rice in order to have a relaxing time, but comes undone;8 (b) another 
new recruit appears to get higher performance out his men than Rice, but 
comes undone when he’s discovered to be cheating;9 (c) Rice learns he 
must overcome his fear and not give in to weakness in order to complete 
his flight duties, obviously applicable in a general sense too;10 (d) the 
rationale behind having a hierarchy of command is called into question 
by a lower ranked officer, but by the end of the narrative the existing 
rationale is confirmed as legitimate,11 etcetera. Repeatedly, the structures 
of the military code are probed, but left more or less intact. Technical 
assistance was provided by Lieutenant Colonel Clement J Stadler (who 
also worked on feature films) and the hardware on show, from -napalm-
firing- Phantom jets to tanks and machine-guns and flamethrowers, was 
impressive. Yet, beyond the hardware and the technical support, there 
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was something much more important for Roddenberry to draw on: his 
own military background.
Gene Roddenberry had himself been a Second Lieutenant, but in 
the United States Air Corps, not the Marine Corps.12 He flew the Boeing 
B-17 bomber, also known as the ‘Flying Fortress’, on combat missions 
out of Espiritu Santo Island, Guadalcanal in the Pacific, as part of the 
1942-3 air & sea offensive against Japan. The ‘Flying Fortress’, as 
its nickname suggests, was a large and very rugged aircraft, capable 
of sustaining quite a bit of damage, while inflicting a great deal. 
Roddenberry was a good pilot, but also a lucky one. Lucky not have 
been killed, on not one, but two occasions: as the pilot of a B-17 which 
crashed soon after take-off due to mechanical malfunction, and later 
as a passenger in a commercial aircraft which suffered a catastrophic 
malfunction.13 There were fatalities in both, and in the latter, 
Roddenberry acted heroically to save as many people as he could. It’s 
fitting that a pilot would conceive of Star Trek, especially considering 
his evident heroism. It’s also not hard to imagine that Roddenberry’s 
conception of his fictional starship for that show derives in part from his 
experience of flying the B-17. More on that later.
Roddenberry’s series, however, ran afoul of both the military and 
NBC, officially because of one episode, ‘To Set It Right’, which dealt 
with the thorny issue of racism within the ranks.14 It tells the story of 
a black private upset by the presence of a newly arrived NCO (Non-
Commissioned Officer) whom he had known as a white racist bully 
at his high school. Lt Rice attempts to forge a solution to their mutual 
enmity by way of having them cooperate in training exercises. He 
soon realizes, however, that the problem is not that easily solved. The 
writing of the drama is astute in that both the black private, played 
by Don Marshal, and his girlfriend, played by Nichelle Nicols, who 
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would become Uhura in Star Trek, widen the issue out into a critique 
of contemporary society and call into question even the best intentions 
of Lieutenant Rice as naïve and possibly even disingenuous. Looking 
back, this seems like a remarkably articulate expression of what was one 
of the most pressing topics of the time (indeed, it remains so), but it was 
just a little too much for the military to feel comfortable about. While 
there was no suggestion in the drama that racism was rampant in the 
military and the narrative also made clear that there were opportunities 
within the military for black members to achieve superior positions, 
the powers that be were unhappy for the issue to be even mentioned. 
Showing even one obviously racist member within the ranks, even one 
who, by the end, appears to learn something, was deemed inappropriate 
and potentially damaging to the image of the Marine Corps.15 All 
technical support and use of facilities were withdrawn; soon NBC would 
pull the plug, too.
There were other episodes which likely raised eyebrows, too. In 
‘Mother Enemy’, future Star Trek actor Walter Koenig (Chekov) plays 
Sgt John Delwyn as a capable, efficient and hardworking member of the 
team. As we meet him he is being vetted for promotion. His one problem 
is that his mother is a prominent and outspoken member of the American 
Communist party, designated a 'Communist agent' in fact. In one 
particularly provocative scene, she lectures a small gathering, at some 
length, on what she sees as the hypocrisy of America's interpretation of 
its own constitution. Like many of the Dragnet scripts, this story was 
actually based on a true event.16 As a measure of the sophistication of 
the storytelling Lt Rice finds himself in a very real dilemma: discovery 
of the sergeant's secret (because he has kept things hidden) sets in train 
a painstaking quest to find out if Sgt Delwyn may be influenced by 
his mother's politics. Koenig's trace Russian accent and unfilled-out 
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background add to the drama. His resistance to divulge information 
freely to Lt Rice does seem suspicious, but Rice clearly wishes to avoid 
giving an unfair, and potentially career-wrecking, judgement. Delwyn's 
piercing and impassioned criticism of the idea of 'guilt by association' 
is a rebuke not only to Rice, but to the military community, and to the 
larger American society. Delwyn's passion clearly derives from a sense 
of pervasive prejudice, and from a history of having been shunted 
around the country by his mother when one community had found out 
her political persuasions and had ostracized them. At one point, one 
of his fellows turns on him, taking particular exception to Delwyn's 
propensity to read difficult books.17 This part of the script reflects the 
anti-intellectualism of the McCarthy era witch-hunt. The same man then 
aggressively confronts Delwyn, convinced he is 'a stinking Commie', 
morally responsible for the death of his grandmother, killed by the 
Communists in Estonia. This revelation opens a door onto America as a 
society of immigrants, some of whom may harbour their own suspicions 
about other immigrants. The story ends in such a way as to satisfy a 
sense of fairness, intelligence and compassion on both sides, and yet, 
for uncovering notions of prejudice and of paranoia within the ranks, 
and for giving voice to ‘subversive’ ideas in the person of the mother, 
'Mother Enemy' may also have given the military sponsors serious pause 
for thought.
In another episode, 'The Proud and the Angry', Lt Rice is sent 
undercover as a private in order to investigate reports that a drill sergeant 
is employing overly aggressive and harsh methods to discipline his men. 
It can hardly have been comfortable viewing for the military, as the drill 
sergeant certainly does employ a degree of humiliation and at times 
what some might term excessive punishment. (Incidentally, considering 
that Kubrick, whose own look at the military, Dr Strangelove, was 
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released in 1964, and who chose Lockwood for 2001 around the middle 
sixties, it's highly likely he watched this series; the narrative of this 
episode anticipates his later war-film Full Metal Jacket.) And in another 
episode, we get a glimpse of how the military can sometimes appear to 
treat personal freedom as an afterthought. In 'The War Called Peace', 
both Rice and another character, in different situations, but for roughly 
the same reason –the sense that they are being allowed zero freedom and 
that every move they make is being monitored– quote George Orwell's 
iconic critique of totalitarianism, 1984.18 Ultimately, the various 
narratives of The Lieutenant add up to a respectful and approbatory 
picture of the military in general, and the US Marines in particular, but 
they do so in a way which is never simple, where all the complexities 
that may exist do exist, and some of those complicate, if not break, the 
impression that life in the military is something of worth. The makers of 
the show would likely counter that their drama is rather about life, life 
in society, or in one focused area of it, and that no one would ever claim 
that life is without its problems, some small and easily resolved, some 
of great import and not easily worked out.
Gene Roddenberry liked to think of himself as a latter-day Jonathan 
Swift, the Irish satirist who wrote Gulliver's Travels, and indeed this is a 
well-known characterization. As Marc Cushman puts it: 
'Roddenberry recalled how impressed he was with Swift's ability 
to tackle hot issues of his day by disguising them in the trappings 
of far-off alien places and societies. "Swift," he said, "used his 
characters to point out stupidities in our own system of thinking."'19 
Later, looking back on his experience with TV writing, Roddenberry 
extrapolated: 
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'"I was chafing increasingly at the commercial censorship on 
television, which was very strong in those days. You really couldn't 
talk about anything you cared to talk about. [So] I decided I was 
going to leave TV… unless I could find some way to write about 
what I wanted to."'20 
What happened because of ‘To Set It Right’ was more properly a 
sponsor-censorship issue, but clearly things must have been building 
up for some time. The Lieutenant had provided Roddenberry with his 
first chance to have full artistic control, and yet it became abundantly 
clear that whatever freedom he thought he had was actually elusive. 
Hence, Star Trek is born out of the experience of having his drama 
series on military life axed so mercilessly. Roddenberry becomes Swift 
in reaction to circumstances; the precise details of these circumstances 
are rarely examined, yet it seems reasonable to suggest that had The 
Lieutenant prospered, Star Trek may never have been made. That's 
debatable, of course, because an interest in science fiction can be traced 
back far in Roddenberry's reading, a love of Hugo Gernsback and all 
that.21 Yet, in The Lieutenant, we get a mature and flexible approach 
to drama which, as the blurb on the back of the DVD accurately puts 
it, was 'light-years ahead of its time'. We will never know, but success 
could have led to fruitful development in the mode of realistic drama, 
not only the further adventures of Lt Rice, but in some entirely different 
series or form that would not be beholden to the views of its sponsor, 
commercial or otherwise. Therefore, while Roddenberry may now be 
seen as forever wearing the mantle of Jonathan Swift, creator of clever 
and insightful fantasies, while he was making The Lieutenant he may 
have rather resembled any of a number of modern American writers, be 
it Steinbeck, Sherwood Anderson, Hemmingway, or perhaps even John 
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Cheever.
The Steinbeck or Sherwood Anderson element might be discernible 
in the drama's community of characters, of all different backgrounds, 
thrown together and coming to something like a kind of fellowship, 
bonded by a pervasive sense of purpose, be it that the military life is 
a worthy one, or, simply, that honesty is a value worth striving for. 
Lots of Hemmingway camaraderie is in there, too, with no shortage 
of muscularity in tales of how men take to discipline22 or how men are 
affected by the prospect of war,23 interleaved with tales of personal 
and professional rivalry.24 As for Cheever, I wouldn't say that The 
Lieutenant quite gets into the absurd, but it does present a number of 
very canny portrayals of characters who probably didn't usually get a 
lot of airtime on contemporary American TV: the bored housewife,25 
the cad,26 the chancer,27 the aging, lonely man,28 the self-deceived.29 
Also very Cheever-esque, The Lieutenant does awkward very well, as, 
for example, in the excruciating party scene in ‘Man with an Edge’ in 
which Rice finds himself continually bested.30 Personally, I could see a 
little bit of another great Irish writer, none other than James Joyce, in 
one episode, 'Between Music and Laughter', in which Rice's superior, 
Captain Rambridge, is thrown back into a relationship with his estranged 
wife. There is a delicacy, a poignancy, and a depth of observation 
of human motivations that at some points recalls 'The Dead'.31 It is 
certainly the mark of superior drama when women are not just cyphers 
but are given full roles requiring acting of the highest quality. And 
there are a lot of very strong roles for women in this drama. All in all, 
what Roddenberry had managed to get out of his very talented crew of 
writers (among them Sy Salkowitz, Lee Erwin, Robert J Shaw et al), 
directors (Vincent McEveety, Andrew V McLaglen, Richard Donner, 
Buzz Kulik et al), and actors (Leonard Nimoy, Robert Duvall, Ina Balin, 
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Woody Strode, Joanna Moore, Neville Brand, Pat Crowley, Rip Torn et 
al) added up to something of note, the burying of which defies logic and 
beggars belief.
Star Trek inherits quite a lot from The Lieutenant. The principle 
of creating an authentic-seeming environment, a principle which goes 
back to Dragnet and beyond, is in evidence in Star Trek. While it was 
obviously quite easy to follow established reality in the drama about a 
peace-time military base, especially with direct technical help and use 
of the base itself, Roddenberry and his team had to really work hard to 
apply the same principle to an as yet uncreated universe. Somehow they 
managed to do it, and to do it exceptionally well, as Star Trek’s look, 
design, and, most dauntingly of all, its science, rise to the challenge of 
believability in many ways.32 Roddenberry was adamant that things look 
and feel right, even to those with more than a passing understanding 
of physics. Isaac Asimov was an early Trek adherent. It was part of 
Roddenberry’s training as a writer that getting the small details right, 
in any created environment, was the best way to ensure plausibility. 
For him, the science fiction setting was as important and yet also as 
irrelevant as the military one in The Lieutenant: it was the drama, and 
the emphasis on human interaction, that mattered. Regarding that sense 
of the irrelevance of the story situation, in an early memo, Roddenberry 
complains about a writer for Star Trek who seemed to be allowing the 
science-fiction aspect of the story interfere with what was important, 
from Roddenberry’s point of view: ‘…we are not asking [the writer] to 
write science fiction! We are asking him to give us quality in how he 
draws his characters, in making our regular people act and interact per 
our format with which he has been been amply provided, to give them 
the “bite” of their individual styles... again forgetting science fiction…’33
The main character of The Lieutenant, Lt William T Rice, is 
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surely the archetype of Star Trek’s Captain Kirk; indeed, his middle 
initial, designating ‘Tiberius’, is passed onto Kirk, clearly suggestive 
of continuity in Roddenberry’s conception. Rice is dashing, intelligent, 
wary of making rash decisions, kind, handsome, charming, funny, 
and, as an actor, Lockwood arguably possesses as wide a range of 
emotions as Shatner. The mature interaction between individuals and 
the pervasive sense of mutual respect which we see in The Lieutenant, 
enhanced by the enforced formality of military conduct, is also passed 
on. The quiet, but important, moments in Trek when one of the leads 
drops the formality of using ‘Mr’ or ‘Dr’ and opts instead for a first-
name address echo those similar moments in the earlier series, although 
in Camp Pendleton, such moments are fewer in number. The fracturing 
of formality can be both dramatic and humorous. In the episode 'The 
War Called Peace', Rice accepts an assignment to visit a missile base 
posing as a civilian: Lockwood plays up the quandary of a man steeped 
in military obedience now allowed the freedom to move his limbs as 
he likes and to even slouch in a seat if he wants. Less is more in both: 
interaction on the smallest scale reveals so much, and calls for high 
acting skills in both dramas. Roddenberry’s aim in both is to create 
convincing and engaging drama, entrusting so very much to the skills of 
his actors. There is engaging humour in both. 
If Rice is the forerunner of Kirk, it’s just possible that his two 
closest advisors are models for the two next most important Trek 
characters. Rice’s superior, Captain Rambridge, with his formality and 
usually dispassionate delivery, may well be the origin of Mr Spock. His 
role is not simply one of issuing orders, but also of imparting advice, 
and in that respect, he occasionally transforms from military superior 
to something more like a friend. There is obvious affection behind the 
frosty exterior. Robert Vaughn plays the role with unparalleled reserve, 
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and, because it is Robert Vaughn, a suavity few could muster. Rice’s 
actual best buddy is Lieutenant Stanley Harris, played by Don Penny. 
He and Rice often retire to the officers’ bar, where they can talk shop, 
or not, as the feeling takes them. Harris is a straight talker, often taking 
his friend to task when he feels he’s doing, or thinking, something he 
shouldn’t. In this sense, certainly in contrast to Rambridge, Harris can 
be the archetype for McCoy. At one time his straight talking, a manner 
which we certainly associate with McCoy, or ‘Bones’, seriously ruffles 
Rice’s feathers and they have to be re-introduced later as friends by the 
bar owner, Lily.34 So, before the feather-ruffling and highly watchable 
personal interaction which we get in Star Trek between Kirk and Spock 
and McCoy, we have it happening here, to great effect.
One aspect of The Lieutenant finds itself influencing not the 
original Star Trek but Star Trek: The Next Generation. For recreation 
after a hard day on the parade ground, Rice and his fellow officers, as 
just mentioned, often pay a visit to the bar for officers, or ‘the grog 
shop’ as it’s affectionately known. The attractive but canny owner, 
Lily, played with panache by Carmen Phillips, is always on hand for 
a quiet chat, and always lends a sympathetic ear to Rice or whomever 
seems to need to disclose some problem. Lily may well be the model 
for Guinan, played by Whoopi Goldberg, who performs a very similar 
role in the bar on board the Enterprise-D. No doubt further study will 
uncover a multitude of connections -the origin of the up-ending medical 
bed in Star Trek’s sickbay, for example, goes back to the medical bed 
contraption we see Rice encased in in ‘Interlude’- but suffice it to say 
that Trek is indebted to The Lieutenant in a number of ways, many of 
them not yet properly explored.
The nature of the problems in respective series is of course 
radically different, but the approach to solutions is not. Reflecting 
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Roddenberry’s distaste for the sensationalist and reductive employment 
of violence is apparent in both dramatic vehicles; modern narratives, 
including those of the Star Trek ‘reboot’ film series, could learn a lot 
from actually studying either original Trek or The Lieutenant. Conflict 
resolution with fisticuffs and ray-guns is actually not the Roddenberry 
way; rather it is all about understanding human weaknesses, whether 
it be found in the predilections of a human-created robot who thinks it 
is a perfect entity,35 or in a lieutenant who believes achieving the top 
marks is more important than behaving honestly.36 We are more likely 
to encounter a being like the latter in everyday life, so in that sense, 
The Lieutenant serves the need to portray human drama in recognizable 
form. Star Trek diverges here. It needn’t be that Trek’s palette is larger, 
or smaller, than that of The Lieutenant, but that it is different, very 
different. Yes, there is a Trek version of ‘To Set It Right’, a sci-fi story 
of racial conflict37 -involving humanoids with faces which are half-black 
and half-white, but in opposite orientations- but the idea is widened out 
to encompass more philosophical questions on the nature of hatred as a 
way of being. In Trek, we get discipline breakdown among the crew due 
to an alien spore38 but in The Lieutenant we get a discipline breakdown 
-actually described as an ‘infection’- due to perceived favouritism,39 or, 
elsewhere, due to a questioning of the system.40 If in The Lieutenant we 
get inquiries into contemporary social mores, into protocol and what 
constitutes laudable behaviour, in Trek we get into philosophical and 
existential inquiry, wherein big ideas are laid out and explored, always, 
however, in the most dramatic and dramatically exhaustive way. Star 
Trek really does belong up in the higher atmosphere, in terms of the 
ambition of its content, but The Lieutenant deals with the here and the 
now on planet Earth: we of course need both. At the end of the day, the 
real commonality between the two series lies in their respective focus 
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on the human element, what it means to be human. That is why both 
succeed.
Finally, let’s get back to the Enterprise. While Roddenberry may 
have been inspired by the ‘Flying Fortress’, which the actual designer of 
the fictional spacecraft, Matt Jefferies, also flew, it’s in fact more likely 
he drew inspiration from aircraft carriers. We can infer this from the fact 
that long before the Enterprise was a starship it was an aircraft carrier, 
one which operated in the same general theatre of operations in which 
Roddenberry served. And it wasn’t just any old aircraft carrier. The USS 
Enterprise (CV-6) is described in military history as the most decorated 
Allied ship of the Second World War.41 That Roddenberry was thinking 
along these lines is strongly suggested by the fact that his working name 
for the starship in 1964 was ‘Yorktown’, the name of another aircraft 
carrier, one which had been lost in the 1942 Battle of Midway.42 The 
USS Enterprise aircraft carrier was designated as ‘Yorktown Class’ 
because it was of the same build. We might therefore imagine that Gene 
Roddenberry, in developing his ideas of the massive spacecraft which 
would be the centrepiece of his show, envisioned a vessel at least as 
large as an aircraft carrier, with the durability and firepower of the B-17 
(of which he had direct experience). The vastness of interstellar space, 
then, might be a sci-fi transformation of the Pacific Ocean, over which 
he had flown many long, long hours.43
In such a way, we can begin to see how Roddenberry’s military 
background is likely to have informed his imagination. The military 
aspect is certainly there for the taking. We can see a parallel between 
Starfleet and the Navy, and of course, Starfleet Academy and Naval 
Academy. Ranking suggests the Navy, but this is also found in the 
merchant navy.44 The Starfleet Academy motto, ‘Ex Astris, Scientia’ 
(‘From the stars, knowledge’), however, is a clear paraphrase of 
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that of the United States Navy, ‘Ex Tridens, Scientia’ (‘From the 
sea, knowledge’). We can see the parallels between the names of the 
aircraft carriers and the starship, and we might note the shared sense 
of reverence for respective vessels.45 There are also values which it is 
possible to say derive from Roddenberry’s military background which 
carry over into Star Trek, and some of these via The Lieutenant. In one 
episode, Capt Rambridge pays a visit to a woman who has wrongly 
accused Lt Rice of attacking her and then lying about it. He asks: ‘Are 
you aware, Ms Wade, that Rice graduated from the Naval Academy?’ 
When she replies that she isn’t, he delivers his strongest defence: ‘Well, 
the Academy does not graduate liars… They have a way of weeding 
them out.’ Rambridge himself has not graduated from Naval Academy, 
but rather has come up through the ranks, but it is clear that he sees 
Rice’s formal education as something not to be taken lightly. It is 
communicated with some force to the audience that a Naval Cadet will 
not simply become a good sailor, but a good person. The emphasis on 
the creation of strong character by the Naval Academy is also carried 
on in Star Trek. References to his Starfleet education invariably draw 
respect and admiration for Captain Kirk.
Yet, the common perception of Star Trek is, I feel, less oriented 
towards the military and more towards a boundless idealistic sense of 
exploration and discovery, as set out in the show’s opening words:
‘Space, the final frontier. These are the voyages of the Starship 
Enterprise. Its five-year mission. To explore strange, new worlds, 
to seek out new life and new civilisations. To boldly go where no 
man has gone before.’
Nothing there about invasions or colonization, which are the preserve of 
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military force. Perhaps by Roddenberry’s choice, the military aspect of 
Star Trek was decidedly de-emphasized. While the fictional Enterprise 
does possess a staggering array of powerful and destructive weapons 
(including ‘Photon torpedoes’, so maybe it’s part-submarine too), it 
was always defined in the fans’ imagination by its peaceful, exploratory 
mission, a million miles (or considerably more) away from the B-17 
heavy bomber, or the Yorktown-class aircraft carriers, bristling with 
swift-strike aircraft.46 If Dragnet was an image-enhancer and recruiting 
tool for the police, and The Lieutenant designed to be something similar 
for the Marines, Star Trek might well have been sponsored by NASA.47 
If reports are true, generations of NASA technicians seem to have been 
inspired by Trek. Certainly, the show has encouraged millions more 
to look and think beyond the bounds of the Earth, whether to become 
interested in science, or to daydream, or something in between. Trek 
is normally associated with the exploration of space, not with the 
conquering of it through force.
Yet, in the heady rush of idealism and creative energy that conjured 
Star Trek out of very little indeed, The Lieutenant was to suffer a sudden 
and almost total neglect. Its appearance now must be a delight to fans of 
Trek, but also a surprise. The show doesn’t seem to have been mentioned 
very much by Roddenberry, or to have featured very prominently in the 
Trek universe, which is a great pity. Perhaps Star Trek simply took up 
too much attention, too much limelight. Or maybe Roddenberry became 
so enamoured of a future so pointedly different from the era in which 
he lived, which was clouded by the spectre of nuclear devastation, the 
Cold War, and the on-going ‘hot’ war in Vietnam, that he needed to do 
a volte-face on The Lieutenant.48 In David Alexander’s ‘Authorized 
Biography’, a mere two pages, out of nearly six hundred, are devoted to 
the first show Roddenberry could actually call his own, a show where 
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he had complete artistic freedom to create and produce. In regard to its 
demise, the author seems blissfully unaware of, or simply uninterested 
in, the background story about ‘To Set It Right’, stating blankly: ‘Gene 
incorrectly judged the longevity of the show. It was not renewed, and 
by April 13, The Lieutenant was out of production.’49 Indeed it was. As 
to why it took so long to re-surface, and with so little fanfare, we may 
never know.50 But now that it is, at long last, available, we can recover 
a piece of history and near-lost televisual art. Watching The Lieutenant 
adds a new dimension to Star Trek, to Gene Roddenberry, and, because 
it is so good, and so insightful, to the turbulent times it came out of.
This essay is respectfully dedicated to Gary Lockwood
Notes:-
1)  Airing 7.30-8.30 Saturdays from September 1963. After its initial run, 
it was aired only one more time the following year. See The Classic TV 
Archive, http://ctva.biz/US/Military/Lieutenant.htm  Accessed Dec 3, 2016 
The Lieutenant was financed by MGM and it had Norman Felton, the man 
behind Dr Kildare and, in the following year, The Man from U.N.C.L.E., 
as Executive Producer. Expectations were high. Indeed, initial ratings were 
very favourable, see TATV 1, p.19.
2)  With one proviso: according to David Alexander, there is a likelihood 
that Gary Lockwood and his show The Lieutenant helped to inspire one 
of America’s most iconic toys. See Alexander (1994), pp.187-8, n.4: ‘As 
reported in Field Manual for Collecting G.I.Joe 1963-1969 by Harold 
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Fowler, “Don Levine (creative director of new products at Hasbro Toy Co.) 
was invited to view a prescreening of The Lieutenant in Manhattan. The 
show turned out to be a soap opera with no toy potential from Hasbro’s 
point of view.” Inspired by the show and the idea, Levine “pursued his 
instincts” and created a working moveable figure to sell to boys: G.I. Joe.’
3)  In ‘To Kill a Man’, the final episode. There is mention of South-East Asia, 
but it is uncertain where Han Ang, the place name used in the episode, 
belongs. Certainly, the narrative, a battle of ideologies as well as arms, 
seems to clearly infer Vietnam.
4)  TATV 1, p.21.
5)  See Connolly (2016), p.34: ‘Regarding time constraints, not only was Star 
Trek tied to a 50-minute narrative, but writers –as with any TV writers, of 
course– had to take account of advertising breaks, and make sure to insert 
tension-raising elements just before each switch to the ads, in order to 
ensure that the audience would stay watching.’
6)  Alexander (1994), p.123.
7)  Ibid., pp.123-4.
8)  ‘A Million Miles from Clary’, the first-airing episode.
9)  ‘Man with an Edge’.
10)  ‘To Take Up Serpents’.
11)  ‘The Art of Discipline’.
12)  Due to the attack on Pearl Harbour, the Air Corps needed pilots fast. So, 
Roddenberry found himself inducted and at this high rank at the early age 
of 20. TATV 1, p.4
13)  Alexander (1994), account of first crash, pp.74-8; second crash, during the 
period when Roddenberry had taken up flying with Pan Am, pp.81-98. (On 
pp.96-7, there is an account of another incident, a near-disaster in the air, 
when the controls froze.)
14) See Connolly (2016) p. 21-2, and TATV 1, pp.21-2. It’s speculation, but the 
germ of the story of this episode about meeting a bully from school later in 
life may have been based on Roddenberry’s own similar experience, if he 
mentioned it to the story’s writer that is, see Alexander (1994), pp.71-2.
15)  Interestingly, there are a few notable references within the series to the 
Marine Corps’ sensitivity about its image. In ‘The Cool of the Evening’ 
Rice’s character is questioned in a (false) charge which, it is mooted, could 
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damage the name of the Corps. In ‘In the Highest Tradition’ Rice’s hint of 
criticism of the Corps is magnified by a journalist, landing him in hot water 
precisely because what he has said could adversely affect the image of the 
Marines. In ‘Lament for a Dead Goldbrick’, the drama revolves around 
a journalist who wishes to expose perceived harsh treatment by Rice. In 
‘Operation -Actress’, association with an actress is called into question 
when she is discovered to have a potential skeleton in the cupboard. 
16) See Archive of American Television, interview with Walter Koenig: http://
www.emmytvlegends.org/interviews/shows/lieutenant-the  Accessed Dec 6, 
2016
17)  Delwyn’s fellow starts jumping to conclusions: ‘They’re smart, he’s 
smart… you ever notice how he’s always reading?’… ‘[picking up one 
of his heavy books and reading the title]…“A Survey of 19th Century 
Economics”… What does that mean to you?’
18)  Admittedly, Rice does so while impersonating a civilian, but in response 
to explanations about camp security and monitoring: ‘1984’, the handling 
officer’s eyes narrow, ‘that’s a book I read once,’ says Rice off the cuff. 
Later, a scientist makes fun of the Major in charge, using a doll to suggest 
he is Big Brother.
19)  TATV 1, p.1.
20)  TATV 1, p.22.
21)  Alexander (1994), Chapter 3 opens with a portrait of the kind of sci-fi pulp 
Roddenberry enjoyed as a child, including issues of Amazing Stories and 
Astounding Science Fiction.
22)  ‘The Art of Discipline’, ‘The Proud and the Angry’.
23)  ‘To Kill a Man’.
24)  ‘Man with an Edge’, ‘The Art of Discipline’, ‘Captain Thomson’ etc.
25) A close, but married, acquaintance of Rice’s in ‘A Touching of Hands’.
26)  A nightclub comedian in ‘The Cool of the Evening’.
27)  Rice’s old buddy, played by Bill Bixby, in ‘A Million Miles from Clary’.
28)  ‘Capp’s Lady’.
29)  The WWII veteran officer, played by Andrew Duggan, who has been living 
with his own deception in ‘In the Highest Tradition’.
30)  It might also be mentioned that there is also a lot of very modern self-
referencing going on. ‘In the Highest Tradition’ is all about a Hollywood 
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company making a film about the military, with a marvellously 
unscrupulous producer-type played by Leonard Nimoy. In ‘Operation 
-Actress’, Rice becomes technical assistant on a Marines promotional film 
project. 
31) The cross-purposes of the man and the woman towards the end of the 
narrative has poignant resonance with the ending of Joyce’s famous short 
story. (Incidentally, watching this directly after learning of the death of 
Robert Vaughn, who plays Rambridge, was the inspiration for writing this 
essay.)
32)  Connolly (2016), pp.25-6.
33)  Alexander (1994), p.249. 
34)  ‘Man with an Edge’.
35)  ‘The Changeling’, Season Two of Star Trek TOS.
36)  ‘Man with an Edge’. As a measure of the sophistication of the drama, the 
character who cheats has done so due to an overly strict upbringing and is 
entirely repentant. Interestingly, his behaviour actually anticipates Kirk’s, 
when he beats the Kobayashi Maru ‘no win scenario’ (by cheating).
37)  ‘Let That Be Your Last Battlefield’, Season Three of Star Trek TOS. 
Roddenberry and writer Barry Trivers had attempted to pitch a script about 
‘a parallel world where Blacks ruled and Whites were traded and sold as 
slaves. But the story was too thinly disguised, hitting too close to home for 
1967 American TV’. See TATV 1, pp.404-6 for the fascinating background 
story on this. Cushman praises ‘Let That Be…’ as provocative enough on 
the racial question, as the dialogue contains numerous references to slavery 
and ideas of a master race, TATV, 3, pp.409-11.
38)  ‘The Naked Time’, from Season One of Star Trek TOS.
39)  ‘A Million Miles from Clary’, Sgt Clintock to Lt Rice: ‘…discipline 
breakdown can spread from one man through a whole platoon like an 
infection…’
40)  ‘The Art of Discipline’, in which Rice’s experiment to allow the lower 
ranking marines to have a say in affairs comes unstuck; the story explores 
the idea that orders should be followed without question.
41)  Referenced in Star Trek Encyclopedia Vol. 1 (2016), p.245.
42)  From a personal email response to a question on this topic from the 
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, dated Dec 2, 2016: ‘Of 
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particular note, the name of the ship [the fictional Trek starship] at this 
stage was the S.S. Yorktown. It was changed to Enterprise early in the 
development process. Both names also appeared on US naval vessels 
in World War II, but we’re unable to pinpoint a source that definitively 
states that either name is derived from a particular historic vessel.’ Also 
referenced in Star Trek Encyclopedia Vol. 2 (2016), p.509.
43)  Alexander (1994), p.66. ‘The flights [which Roddenberry made as a routine 
part of his duties as a B-17 pilot in the WWII Pacific area of operations] 
lasted anywhere from eight to eleven hours, often becoming studies in 
tedium with nothing to look at but hundreds of thousands of miles of open 
ocean.’
44)  Friend, fellow Trekkie, academic and ex-US Navy man Arthur O’Keefe 
writes: ‘The ranks are naval ranks: ensign, commander, captain, admiral, 
etc. The term "fleet" in Starfleet and the term "crew" to refer to ship's 
personnel are also naval. On the other hand, a non-military seafaring ship 
or fleet would have the same or similar rank structures and terminology, 
whereas there would never be (to the best of my knowledge) army-type 
rank titles (major, colonel, general, etc.) in a real-world non-military or 
non-paramilitary context. So, the use of traditional naval ranks, which are 
also used by civilian merchant fleets, adds to the ambiguity of whether 
Starfleet is a truly military organization.’ Personal email, Dec 1, 2016.
45)  Star Trek: The Motion Picture, in order to show that Trek had graduated 
from the small screen to the big, lavished time on showing the glory of 
the Enterprise in space-dock. This glorying in the externals of the ship 
was deemed as overkill by some, but it is a tradition which continues 
in subsequent films, even if it is to show the grandeur of the ship’s 
destruction, as in Star Trek: Generations and, from the ‘re-boot’ film series, 
Star Trek Beyond. The sense of reverence for a particular ship has of course 
a long tradition in the Navy, with the Enterprise aircraft carrier carrying the 
greatest laurels of all in WWII.
46)  This non-military aspect is reinforced in the ‘re-boot’ film Star Trek: Into 
Darkness, as Scotty chafes at the thought of bringing weapons on board the 
Enterprise. It might also be noted that ‘Yorktown’ is employed in the most 
recent film, Star Trek Beyond, as a huge space station.
47)  NASA provided technical support for Star Trek: The Motion Picture, and 
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named one of their space shuttles ‘Enterprise’, actually in response to a 
campaign to allow the public to suggest a name. 
48)  Curiously, only nine days after Star Trek had premiered on NBC, on 
September 17, 1966, German television got its own science fiction series 
about a spaceship (Orion) and their crew of six: Raumpatrouille (which can 
be translated as ‘Space Patrol’). I don’t think there was any communication 
between respective American and German makers, but the similarities 
are striking: ‘The four men and two women, from different backgrounds, 
represent a unified humanity at the beginning of the fourth millennium.’ 
Yet, unlike Trek, according to critic Thomas Kniesche, there is a stark 
difference: Trek seems to emphasize a boundlessness, and ‘a peaceful, 
tolerant, nondiscriminatory culture’, whereas in Raumpatrouille ‘borders 
[are] absolute barriers between humanity and alien beings, between the self 
and the other. Patrolling borders establishes a center, puts everything and 
every being into its proper place or space, and does not allow for border 
crossings or transgressions. The principle here is: No one must cross! 
The other, the alien, is without question perceived as an attacker from 
outside and as nothing else.’ Kniesche (2007), pp.161-2. To me this makes 
Raumpatrouille sound more military than Trek, more Cold War, too, the 
kind of thinking from which Roddenberry desperately wished to escape.
49)  Alexander (1994), p.186-8.
50)  The two DVD sets come with no booklet, and there is no subtitle function. 
I don’t recall any great hype at the time of its release.Happily, however, the 
discs are all region free, and the image & audio quality is superb.
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